
Detective Badger and moving
into kinship care

DETECTIVE NEWS

Detective Badger needs help

from the children. It’s not safe for

Detective Badger to live with his

parents, so he is moving into

kinship care. 

Badger has a lot of questions

about moving into a new home,

and he needs the child detectives

to help answer them.

This time, Badger decides to

contact the children using the

computer and makes a video call.
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THE VIDEO CALL FEELS A LITTLE SCARY.

Badger presses the keys and small squares

pop up on the screen. The video call is about

to start! Just as the children are about to

answer Detective Badger’s call, Badger gets

cold feet. He ducks to hide behind a pillow

at the last second!

WHERE IS BADGER? Six child detectives

have answered Badger’s call. But now

Badger is nowhere to be seen. The

instructors sitting on the sofa tell the

children that Badger got nervous and hid.

Can the children help find Badger? The

children have sharp eyes and soon they spot

Badger, who peeks shyly from behind the

pillow.

Detective Badger has mailed all the

detective equipment needed for today’s

tasks to the children. The package

contains a magnificent magnifying glass,

a Badger t-shirt, craft supplies, snacks

and, of course, a detective pass!

The children write their detective names

and their important roles and skills on

their passes. Pens fly across the paper as

the detectives get to work.

HOW CAN THE CHILDREN HELP BADGER? Badger whispers in an instructor’s ear that he

needs the children’s detective skills to help him with a problem. The children promise to

become detectives and help Badger.

Detective Badger’s exciting 
video call

Handy helpers and 
the detective pass!

What’s yourdetective name?

PICTURE

Detective name and role:
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THE HELPFUL HELPING

MACHINE.

Detective Badger wants the

children to build a helping

machine to make sure

Badger feels at home with

his kin. The children get to

work right away building

their machines.

What features should the

machine have? 

How does the machine

work? How does it help?

How to feel better if
you get nervous,
scared or sad?

DETECTIVE BADGER IS

NERVOUS. He is so nervous

he can hardly speak. What

can you do when that

happens, Badger asks.

The children give Badger

advice.

- You can whisper in an

adult’s ear and the adult can

say it out loud.

Great tip!

- Or you could write it down

if you can write.

What if you’re feeling

worried or sad?

- Your favorite toys you

cuddle or sleep with can

help. Happy things and

friends.

You can use things like empty
cardboard boxes, milk cartons,
cardboard and paper towel
rolls to build a machine of your
own!

What does your machine look
like?

Let’s build a
helping machine!

Also having a pet you could

take care of and stroke

could be nice, the children

suggest.

Badger agrees.

I’m so glad I asked for help

instead of being alone,

Badger thinks.
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Helping machines
The children built amazing helping machines for

Detective Badger. Badger is overjoyed!

·These things here will make Badger happy. There are also friends to play with in the machine.
·The machine will help because they are his friends so if he gets sad the machine can help.
·The machines are good helpers.
·There’s fun stuff to do in the machine.

If he goes in here when he’s cold he can warm up.
The balls make it warm inside.
There are pictures inside. The pictures are cute and they make Badger happy. The
pictures are pets.
If Badger has, for example, important parents and then he has to move away,
then of course he feels sad. Badger needs happiness.
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When he looks inside
this machine he becomes
happy.
And this fish is, when
you press this, it works.
Whenever Badger
forgets this somewhere,
it uses these feelers to
come back here.
Badger has a button
and then the machine
comes.
The machine can never
go missing.
If he can’t find, if he
goes somewhere, like a
shop, and he can’t find
anybody, then if he has
this machine with him,
this machine makes him
happy.

This machine is
home with a door
and a decorated
roof so the rain
doesn’t get inside.
It’s a safe and
good place to be.
Here’s a smiley
face so it’s fun to
live there and
there are friends
in there.
There’s also a
chimney. You could
cook sausages in
there.
There’s Fun
colours in the
machine.
It’s cosy.
Your own comfy
clothes are in
there
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And what could help Badger

get used to his new home?

The children give it some

thought and answer:

 - Maybe if there was someone

he could play with there.

- If there was a safe adult.

How can Badger tell if

someone is a safe adult?

- They’re kind

- And nice

- Grandma

Bagder has a lot of questions to

kids. The detective kids have a lot

of knowledge and wise answers:

Badger has been told that he is

moving into kinship care. But hang

on a second! 

What does kin mean, Badger

asks.

The children explain:

- Kin can be relatives

- It means you can move in with

someone like, for example, your

aunt.

- Kin can also mean family friends.

Badger could come live with one

of us.

Children have the right to live in a

safe place, Badger knows this well.

But what is a safe place like,

Badger asks.

- It’s warm

- There’s food, food is important

- And water

- There’s light

- There could be pancakes

- A bed of your own

Who might also live in that safe

place together with Badger?

- Siblings, sister or brother or

cousins.

- Maybe a pet. A dog or a cat.

Thank you,
detectives!

The detectives assembled for the first

time over a video connection to help

Badger. Badger had a fun and happy

day and got a lot of help.

Talking over the video connection was

a little scary at first, but the children

had a tip for that as well: You can

whisper. And then an adult can say it

out loud.

Many thanks to the excellent

Detectives and their friends! Let’s talk

again soon!

Badger has a lot of 
questions

BADGER TV

Detective Badger has

his own YouTube

channel!


